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Earstorm
Matter, tonight
IN A few months – May to be exact –
Pendulum will return with their third
studio album and a major UK tour that
will see them headlining Wembley
Arena.
Yes, Wembley Arena.
Since edging (or leaping, depending
how you look at it) away from their
darker drum’n’bass origins, the
Australian booming beat rockers have
become increasingly mainstream
property – so much so that they now
command a London audience of 12,500.
What this means is that tonight’s
show at Matter – the first in a series of
nights curated by the band – is one of
the only chances you’re likely to get to
hear their hotly anticipated new material
in a club environment (ie not
surrounded by thousands of teenagers
high on Red Bull).
Unfortunately, it won’t be one of
Pendulum’s near-legendary live sets,
but the band will be unveiling tracks
from the new album from the safety of
the DJ booth.
Not only that, but the supporting DJs
are the cream of crop.
Pendulum’s live tour DJ, Sub Focus,
will be appearing, alongside Radio 1’s
Zane Lowe, Doorly, Herve and Sinden
(aka The Count and Sinden, though
apparently performing separately on
this occasion). DF
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Richard Hawley

Royal Festival Hall,
tomorrow
IT SEEMS a bit of a shame that Richard
Hawley’s original Festival Hall show was
postponed due to our recent dalliance with
Arctic weather (it was moved from January
9 for fear that ticket holders would be put
off making the journey in the snow).
For while the former Longpig might
harmonise with any time of year other than
summer, there can be few better
soundtracks to a wintry landscape that his
soothing baritone crooning.

Recent album Truelove’s Guitar was a
gentle and starkly beautiful collection of
heartbreaking songs that were
nevertheless so comforting that they could
conjure feelings of a roaring fire and slipper
socks no matter what outdoor adversity
you happened to be trudging through.
So, if only to chime with this singer’s
winter-warming back catalogue, let’s hope
for just the right amount of the white stuff
this weekend. DF
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Shifting views
Shift

Southbank Centre,
January 26-30

ON THE STEREO: Marina and the
Diamonds. Ellie Goulding might have
pipped Marina to the top spot of the
BBC’s Sound of 2010 poll, but our
money is on this far more seductive
and deliciously quirky 23-year-old
Greek-Welsh alt-popstress.
ON THE DVD PLAYER: Bugsy Malone.
Why? Why the hell not?
ON THE MIND: Grieving at the
departure of key Pulse staffer
Natalie Li. Good luck Nat, you’ll be
missed.
ON THE AGENDA: Joining a choir – if
the article on page 3 doesn’t convince
you as well then nothing will.

COVER IMAGE: Southbank
Centre’s resident choir
Voicelab by Rachel Cherry

get in touch
contact Pulse at 2-4
Leigham Court Road,
Streatham, SW16 2PD, on

020 8710 6436

or email pulse@slp.co.uk
www.twitter.com/pulseslp

SNOW DAY:
Richard
Hawley 2747/C

● Royal Festival Hall, Southbank Centre,
Belvedere Road. £22.50-£25. Visit
www.southbankcentre.co.uk or call
0844 847 9910.

pulsepicks

arts 4&5, family 6&7,
films 8&13, what’s on 17,
tv 18&19 competitions 20

Sweet harmonies

Perfect winter sounds

● Matter, The O2, Peninsula Square,
North Greenwich SE10 0DY. £15.
10pm-6am. Visit
www.matterlondon.com or call 020
7549 6686.
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COOL: KT Tunstall

GLOBAL warming might not be a
cause that attracts prime-time
celebrity assistance in the way
world hunger does through Comic
Relief. But it is a problem of
similar urgency and importance,
and has prompted action from
many climate-conscious public
figures (albeit ones lacking Cheryl
Cole’s mountain-climbing chic).
In 2008 Robyn Hitchcock,
Jarvis Cocker, KT Tunstall and
Marcus Brigstocke took part in an
Arctic expedition organised by
Cape Farewell, an organisation
which uses artistic and cultural
initiatives to raise awareness of
the climate crisis.
The artists’ experiences will
now help to shape the Shift
festival, a series of music and
comedy events organised
by Southbank Centre and
Cape Farewell.
The drier side of this artistic
downpour spans from Tuesday to
Thursday in the form of Shift
Encounters, a series of climaterelated talks with scientists, artists
and architects. Then, from
Thursday through the weekend,
video of previous Cape Farewell
expeditions will be projected onto

albumreviews
Vampire Weekend

effects are
making their
presence felt,
Contra
further
exaggerating the
★★★★★
band’s
A QUITE amazing aspect of the music
kookiness while
made by these New York upstarts is the diluting any
fact that its brevity conceals an
populist zeal
unparalleled richness.
they might have
Their last album was one of the best had previously.
releases of 2008. And although more a
There’s a lot of suspicion on this
cuddly riot than this new effort, it was
record, and many snatches of beautiful
arguably less accomplished.
melody framed in plaintive lyrics –
Contra has the same blend of African summed up in the final enlivening track
guitars, unfamiliar percussion and
I Think Ur A Contra.
universal themes writ large – but
They remain the Marmite of indie
something’s been added.
pop, inspiring fans as much as they
Extra keyboards have been dragged infuriate haters. Welcome back Vampire
Weekend, you’ve been missed.
into the studio and modern drum

different parts of the Southbank
site. And from next Friday through
the weekend, students from the
London College of Fashion will be
displaying environmentally
inspired clothes in the Queen
Elizabeth Hall.
All of this is building up to two
key flagship events. The first will
see Brigstocke hosting a night of
comedy and music next Friday
with a variety of “special guests”,
including ever-present and
ever-brilliant beatboxer Shlomo in
the QEH.
The second event the following
day is a concert curated by
Hitchcock in the QEH in which the
celebrated singer-songwriter will
be joined by Tunstall, as well as
Blur’s Graham Coxon and singersongwriter Kathryn Williams.
Speaking about the concert and
the importance of the issue at
hand, Hitchcock said: “KT Tunstall
and I both wrote songs on our
voyage which we will be
performing at the Queen
Elizabeth Hall.” DF
● Southbank Centre,
Belvedere Road. Shift
Encounters events and the
fashion displays are free.
Tickets for the Brigstocke and
Hitchcock events are £20. Visit
www.southbankcentre.co.uk or
call 0844 847 9910.

with Gareth Dorrian
Wild Beasts

chocolate on
their second
album.
Two Dancers
It’s an
astute mix of
★★★★★
tightly wound
SO, MARRYING a countertenor warble dark rhythms
to robustly organic dance tracks is your and toughgame is it, Wild Beasts? Fair enough,
minded vibes.
there’s nothing wrong with that.
It’s what Interpol might sound like if
The voice – belonging to Hayden
they teamed up with the cast of La
Thorpe – initially reminded me why I
Boheme.
hated classical music when growing up.
Among a polished set of large and
It all seemed too clipped, remote and
sad songs you’ve got the filmic quality
frankly posh for my taste.
of We Still Got The Taste Dancin’ On
But that isn’t the case here, and I
Our Tongues.
have to admit to enjoying the lad’s
It probably won’t make it into those
luxurious and warm vocals.
heavily laminated books you get at a
karaoke night, but again, there’s
Kendal’s Wild Beasts have made
nothing wrong with that.
something akin to top-notch drinking

O

F ALL the pastimes to
have seen their hip
factor rise in the last
couple of years, choirs
seem one of the most
unlikely. After all, the
stigma of musty church
halls and hymns has to be a pretty
hard one to shake off.
But the practice of singing in a
group seems to have managed it
regardless, and is now reaping the
rewards of a substantial image
overhaul.
Whereas they might once have
been stuffy and entirely classicalbased, only for good singers and
preferably those nearer to bus pass
than NUS card age, now they are fun
and often pop-focused, open to
absolutely everyone, regardless of
ability, and often find the young and
(relatively) cool belting out tunes side
by side with singers their
grandparents’ age.
Maybe it’s the well-documented
health benefits – both physical and
psychological – that have sparked the
trend, or the social appeal in an age of
diminishing community cohesion.
Whatever the reason, many people
who might have never before
considered joining a choir are now
throwing off their inhibitions and flooding
the new breed of community choir that
has sprung up to meet demand.
One statistic that I read recently
claimed that there are now more

Think choirs are just for old people who
like hymns? Think again. DAN FROST
looks at choirs at the centre of a popular
and almost hip renaissance, and how the
trend has taken hold in South London

choirs in the country than there are
fish and chip shops. And the situation
in South London seems to verify the
nationwide trend.
The South London Choir, based in
Balham, has grown to more than 160
people since it formed in 2006. The
Dulwich branch of Popchoir only
formed in September last year and
already has around 80 members,
turning up like clockwork each week
to sing everything from John Lennon
to Katie Perry.
Popchoir founder Helen Hampton
has been so impressed by the success
that she has since opened branches in
Clapham, Croydon and Barnes.
“Most people really love to sing, but
I realised that unless you want to join
a church choir or a choral society,
where can you go to sing the kind of
music you sing along to when you are
making the dinner?” says Helen.
“That’s why I started Popchoir, and now
people are turning up in their droves.”

As with most things, popularity of
open-minded choirs such as Helen’s
and the South London Choir has
spread by word-of-mouth.
Virtually everyone with whom I
spoke referred to the unquantifiable
enjoyment they gained from each
week’s choir rehearsal, often speaking
of it in cathartic terms, with words
such as “joyful”, “buzzing” and
“adrenalin” regularly cropping up.
“One of the things we all joke about
is that you come here tired, but when
you leave you’re so awake you can’t
get to sleep when you get home,”
explains MJ Paranzino, the exuberant
director of the South London Choir.
“There’s this pick-me-up and
euphoria that happens. I see it in
people’s manner. They come in
hunched over, looking like they’ve
been beaten up during the day. When
they leave they’re skipping out the
door. It’s just amazing.”
That singing is a healthy activity is

largely uncontested, but one very
tangible benefit that both MJ and Helen
have noticed is the psychological uplift it
provides to people who might have
been feeling low.
“I have had dozens and dozens of
emails from people thanking me,”
says Helen. “One lady said she had
had a very serious illness and had
thought her joie de vivre had left her
for good, but that it was now returning
because of Popchoir.”
Beyond the physical health and
emotional uplift lies the simple joy of
community engagement – with a
group that can often be as diverse as
the community itself. Both MJ and
Helen tell me the ages of their
members range from around 20 to the
70s and 80s.
“It’s every kind of person, every age,
every background and every skill
level,” says MJ. “Because at a
community choir you can squeak
and squawk and still have a
wonderful time.
“A strong third of our members are
between 20 and 35. My partner’s son
is 22 and he comes to the South
London Choir. He’s loving it because,
as he says, ‘There are so many fit girls
there’. It used to have a stuffy
stereotype, but choirs are cool now.
Choirs are on the up. It’s hip!”

● Visit www.southlondonchoir.co.uk
or www.popchoir.com for more
information.

VOX POPPERS:
South London
Choir performing at
the Royal Festival
Hall
e2978/C

PICTURE: JOANNA PLUMBE
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STARTING OUT: Something
Beginning With L
e2900/C

Red Stripe Music
Award
The Windmill, tonight
IT’S easy to be sceptical about
unsigned music competitions. They
can’t all deliver the high-profile
exposure that they promise – there just
aren’t enough A&R men left in this
country to attend all the gigs.
In the case of the Red Stripe Music
Award, however, there is some weight to
their claims, stemming from a strong
track record in picking acts of genuine
promise, as well as partnerships with
The Fly and Last FM.
Now into its fourth year, the annual
award attracts applications from around
1,500 artists, of which 150 are chosen
to perform across 25 regional gigs. Four
of these will be taking place in London
over the next couple of months, with
one happening tonight at The Windmill
in Brixton.
Unsurprisingly, the line-up is hugely
eclectic, ranging from 90s alt rock to
Spanish guitar-infused trip-hop.
Something Beginning With L are a
South London/Suffolk trio inspired by
the 4AD bands of the 90s. Brighton
rockers Dolphin Parade are a riff and
harmony-heavy fourpiece. Tom Eno is a
solo Spanish/classical guitarist and
singer-songwriter Sherika Sherard
promises infectious creativity.
And last up are The Helmholtz
Resonators, who met while studying
acoustic science at university and have
channelled their experiences into
“fantastic, industrial, robotic Tim Burton
soundtracks”.
In April, a shortlist of 20 acts will be
drawn up. Four finalists will perform at a
major London venue in May and the final
winner will get the chance to play at some
major UK festivals while also winning
equipment and consulting with music
development specialists Arising Artist.
Best of all... it’s a free gig. DF
● The Windmill, 22 Blenheim
Gardens, Brixton SW2 5BZ. Free
entry. 8pm-2am. Visit
www.windmillbrixton.co.uk or
www.redstripe.net
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Lyrical Showdown

Reggae Train

Jamm, tomorrow

Hootanny, January 28

PRIZE for tagline of the week? Right
here: “The best grime MC vs the best
dubstep MC vs the best hip-hop lyricists
vs the best drum and bass MC. Only
one can win!”
Yup, that’s a pretty tempting offer.
The MCs in question include Skepta &
Spyro, Task Force, Eksman & Logan D,
Badness & Stenchma.
Other displays of lyrical prowess will
be lifting the Jamm roof tonight, when
the End Of The Week hip-hop MC
competition gets underway.
● Jamm, 261 Brixton Road, Brixton.
£10. Visit www.brixtonjamm.org

THERE aren’t many more seminal British
reggae partnerships than Papa Face and
David Rodigan.
Both soundsystem veterans, the pair
ran one of London’s longest-running
Saturday night reggae clubs at Gossips
in the West End, before establishing the
legendary Rodigan’s Reggae club at
Subterrania and then Mass.
Now they are resident at Hootananny,
hosting monthly Reggae Train parties on
the last Thursday of every month.
● Hootananny, 95 Effra Road, Brixton
SW2 1DF. 9pm-2am. £5. Visit
www.hootanannybrixton.co.uk

Takacs Quartet
Queen Elizabeth Hall,
January 26-27
ORIGINALLY formed by four Hungarian
students in Budapest in 1977, the
Takacs Quartet has since evolved into a
truly international operation – not to
mention one of the best string quartets
in the world.
As Southbank Centre Associate
Artists, the acclaimed group continues
its cycle of Beethoven’s string quartets
with two concerts next week.
● Queen Elizabeth Hall, Southbank
Centre, Belvedere Road SE1 8XX. £9£30. Visit www.southbankcentre.co.uk
or call 020 7960 4200.

Rocklands
New Cross Inn, Jan 28
“TODAY Deptford, tomorrow the world,”
isn’t just a catchy event pitch – it seems
to be a genuine manifesto for the
London-trotting Rocklands brand, which
is now cropping up all over our fair city,
always with sterling guitary talent and an
impeccable party vibe.
Kick-starting the new year on home
turf, they return to the New Cross Inn
next week, with top local talent in the
form of Edit/Select, The Moon and The
Woods.
● New Cross Inn, 323 New Cross
Road SE14 6AS. 9pm-2am. £4 after
9pm.

Stranger Than
Paradise
The Rest Is Noise,
tomorrow
OF ALL the many off-the-wall nights
hosted by Brixton’s trendiest pub,
Stranger Than Paradise is one of the best.
Typically bizarre in places, the
promise is of “a macabre circus of live
bands, performance pieces and DJs”.
Tomorrow sees the arrival of gypsy
swinger Victor Menace and burlesque
star Keda Breeze.
● The Rest Is Noise, 442 Brixton
Road, Brixton. 9pm-2am. £5. Visit
www.therestisnoisebrixton.com

